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ABSTRACT 
In PG(n, 9), n even, the number of points on a nondegenerate quadric is 
(9” - 1)/(9 - l), the same as the cardinal&y of the hyperplanes. In a previous article 
we showed that PG(n, 91, n even, 9 odd, possesses a family of nondegenerate 
quadrics that act as hyperplanes, in the sense that the intersections of the former have 
the same cardinalities and structure as those of the latter. This leads to a family of 
(9 + l&caps which are the “lines” of a new incidence structure on the points of the 
original geometry. 
In the present article we describe the situation in AG(n, 9), 9 odd. A family of 
“a&e quadrics” is presented, whose members have 9”- ’ points, the same as the 
cardinality of the hyperplanes. A natural one-to-one correspondence arises between 
the two families. The intersections of these afIine quadrics provide a family of q-sets 
which behave like lines and which are either 9-caps or lines in the original geometry. 
To arrive at this construction, one starts with a symmetric matrix Q over GF(q), of 
size n + 1 and with minimal polynomial (x - A)“’ ‘. This leads to a ring of matrices 
of form c,I + crQ + ... +c,Q”, ci E GF(q), and they define the quadrics in 
question. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
An incidence structure [2] is a triple (9, G’, .Y), where 9, 9, Yare sets 
with 
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Let S’ = (9, _Y, 4) be an incidence structure. where the elements of .93 
and L? are called points and lines, respectively, while .Y is the incidence 
relation. If the axioms for projective or affine geometry hold, Y is one or the 
other. A t-cap in a geometry is a set of t points no three of which are 
colinear. In a plane they are called t-arcs. 
We will be interested in geometries of odd order. Thus 4 will represent 
an odd prime power throughout this article. We denote PG(n, 4) by n, 
while F will stand for the finite field GF(y). 





When Q is a symmetric matrix of size n + 1 over F, the set of points 
x E l’l that satisfy the equation x“Qx = 0 is called a quadric; when n = 2, 
that is, in a projective plane, this is a conic. The symbol {Q} will denote the 
quadric x’Qx = 0. By the rank of a quadric we shall mean the rank of its 
defining matrix. 
The quadric {Q] is said to be nondegenerate if no change of variables 
reduces the quadratic form xTQx to one in fewer variables. For odd q, the 
quadric (Q} is nondegenerate if and only if Q is nonsingular [3, p. 993. If n is 
even, the number of points on a nondegenerate quadric of n is (4” - l)/ 
(4 - 1) [3, p. 1091, which is th e same as the cardinality of the hyperplanes. 
In [4] we presented the following result: 
In a Desarguesian projective geometry g = (S, 2, 3’) of even dimension 
and odd order 4, there exists a family 2 of (q + I)-caps and an incidence 
relation 4’ ~9 XL?" such that 3” = (9, 2’) 3’) is a projective geomety 
isomorphic to 3”. 
This result was obtained by starting with a symmetric matrix Q of size 
2n + 1 (n 2 1) over F, whose characteristic polynomial is primitive irre- 
ducible over F. One then considers the matrices Qi, i = 0, 1,. , (q2”+ ’ - 
9)/(9 - l), all of which are nondegenerate and whose number equals the 
number of hyperplanes in PG(2, n, 9). It was then shown that the quadrics 
{Qi] are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with the hyperplanes of 9, 
and this gives rise to the geometry 5’. The two important facts about 5 are 
that its hyperplanes are quadrics of g’, and that its lines are caps of g. 
One then is led to ask whether affine geometries enjoy similar properties. 
Can a family of quadrics be found in AG(n, 9) that act as hyperplanes? The 
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prospects were not promising at first. Quad&s in affine geometries are not 
very popular, and for good reason: even in the affine plane AG(2, 9) an 
affine conic, i.e. what is left of a (9 + l>-arc if a line of PG(1, 9) is deleted, 
can have two different cardinalities, and there seems to be little interest in 
pursuing the matter any further. It turns out, nevertheless, that there exists in 
Aan, q), regardless of the parity of n, a family of “well-behaved’ quadrics, 
in the sense that they have 9”- ’ points, which coincides with the number of 
points on a hyperplane. What is more, not only is their cardinality the same as 
that of hyperplanes, but so is their intersection pattern. Specifically, if we 
write & = AG(n, q), we obtain a new affine geometry_@” on the points of ti, 
in such a way that the hyperplanes of d’ are quadrics of B? (see Theorem 1). 
Moreover, as it turns out, the lines of d’ are either lines or q-caps of .ti 
(Theorem 2). 
Quadrics, one might say, both in projective and affine geometries, do 
their best to live up to their cardinalities. 
1. A FAMILY OF QUADRICS IN ll 
Where d and &” are a quadric and a hyperplane, respectively, of ll, we 
will refer to the point set @\X as an affine quadric of the affine geometry 
ll\X. 
In order to arrive at the new incidence structure, we need to consider a 
symmetric (n + I)-by-( n + 1) matrix Q over F, with minimal (and character- 
istic) polynomial (x - AIn+ ‘. A square matrix P over F exists such that 
P-‘QP is the Jordan canonical form: 
P-‘QP = AZ + S, where S = 
Here iOj represents the zero matrix of size i X j, while I, is the k X k 
identity matrix. We then have 
P-‘(Q _ AZ)rP = s’ = -ir Z n+‘-r 
Hence 
(Q - hZ)r = PST’. (2) 
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We will write B ” for ( B _ ’ )’ where H is any nonsingular matrix. Also, 
an * in a matrix will stand for an entry that is not necessarily zero. 
LEMMA 1. Where P ’ (IP = A I + S, the matrix 1’ ’ P ” is of fortt~ 
Pll PI Pe 
PI P2 P:i 
. 
Pn-I P” 0 
Pn 0 0 
. . Pn I Pn 
. . P,, 0 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 0 
p,, # 0. 
Proof. The equation P-‘QP = Al + S is equivalent to P7‘(Q - 
hl)P-?’ = ST. Because of (2), the last equation becomes P*PSP- ‘P- = ST, 
whence. P*PS = STP. The matrix PTPS has zeros in the first column, the 
rest being the first n columns of P*P. Likewise, S*P’P has a first row of 
zeros, while the others are the first n rows of P*P. The two matrices being 





The conclusion is immediate. 
A simple consequence is 
. . . 0 0 f,, 
. . . 0 t,, t,, I 
. 
. . . 
t, t2 t1 
. . . t, t, t,, 
COROLLARY 1. For r = o(l)?& 
f P, Pr+1 .** 
P r+l Pr+z ... 
srp-'p-T= ' ' 
p, 0 *.. 
0 0 . . . 
\ 0 (j . . . 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
(j . . . 0 
0 ... 0 
(j . . . (j 
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We will denote Q - AI by A. We also agree to let A0 stand for I,,, , 
The matrices A’ have ranks n + 1 - i, i = O(l>n + 1. Also, Qi and Ai 
commute for any i, j. 
Consider the polynomials p(Q) with coefficients in F, reduced mod& 
A”+ ‘. They form a ring x containing (4”’ ’ - 1)/(9 - 1) nonzero symmet- 
ric matrices of form cg Z + ciQ + **a + c,Q”, ci E F; we identify matrices 
that differ by a multiplicative constant, as they define the same quadric. The 
corresponding collection of quadrics (coZ + c,Q + .*. +cnQ”) will be de- 
noted by { ,y). 
LEMMA 2. n ;=“(Qi} = n ;=o{Ai) for any T = oclh. 
Proqf. For any j, Aj is a linear combination of I, Q, . . . , QJ. Thus. 
a’Q’a = 0 for all i = O(l)r entails arA’a = 0 for all i = O(l)r. Then QJ is a 
linear combination of I, A, . . . , Aj for all j, hence the converse. ??
The set of all the points c E ll for which crD = Or, where D is a matrix 
over F, is called the nullspace of D [l, p. 2131. If D is symmetric of rank 
r I n, its nullspace is a subspace of dimension n - r. 
If n is the dimension of ll, we let t = (n - 1)/2 or (n - 2)/2, 
according as n is odd or even. 
LEMMA 3. In n, the intersection of all the quad&s of (,y) is the 
t-dimensional nullspace of the rank-c n - t ) mot& A’ + ‘. 
Proof. The intersection under consideration is actually n y= ,,( Qi}, or, by 
Lemma 2, fly=,,{ A’). It is convenient to consider the latter. 
We will first show that aTA’+ ’ = O* implies a*A’a = 0 for i = O(l>n. So 
let aTAt ’ ’ = O*. Then a*A’ + t + 1 = O* for any i > 0. But A’+’ = PA”+ ‘P-l, 
by (2); hence aTAiPSt + ‘P- ’ = O*, so that we also have aTA”PSft i = 0’. It is 
a straightforward check, using the form of S”’ given by cl), that the last 
equation holds if and only if 
for any i 2 0. 
Therefore 
a*A”P = (,O,.:.,O,,,*,.,., *,) 
II I 1+ 1 
'0' 
f 1 n--I ptAia = t 
,-,i 
for all i > 0. 
t+1 
* 
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Next, using the result of Lemma I, we have 
aTAia = (a%‘P)(a’A’P)( P ‘I’-“)( /“a) 
0' 
I 1 n ~- 1 
= (_*,.:., ~,,$+I?) t 
-,) 
= 0, 
t+ I n - t t+ I 
* 
because t + 1 < n - t. This proves the claim. 
Conversely, we need to show that aTAia = 0 for i = OCl)n implies 
aTAt+ 1 = OT. Let 
aTP = (uo,ul,. ., a,). (3) 
Using S” as given by (11, one obtains aTPS” = (0,. . . , 0, a,), and then 
(aTPS”XP-‘P-T) = (a,p,,O, . . . , 0). Next, using (2) we have aTA”a = 
aTPS”P-‘a = (aTPS”)(P-‘PT)(PTa) = a;~,,. This shows that 
a E {A”] - u,, = 0. (4 
We will now prove by induction that 
a E 6 { A”-2’] - a, = a1 = . . . = Uk = 0 
i=O 
fork=O,l,..., n-t-l. 
We have just 
P 
roved the statement for k = 0. Assume it is valid for some 
k, and let a E fl ,zd( Anp2’}. Since this is a subset of n kEO{ Anp2’}, it follows 
that a, = a, = *a* = uk = 0 by the inductive hypothesis. Thus 
a’P=(O ,..., O,ak+r ,..., a,), 
k+l n-k 
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whence, using (1) again, one obtains 
Then 
aTPS n-2k-2 = (u, ak+,,. . .,$k+2). 
n-k-l kt2 
(aTpS”-2k-2 )(P_‘P-T) = p,.,., * ,a,+,p,,_o,.,.,q>. 
k+l n-k-1 
Therefore 
aTAn-2k-2a = (,Tpy-2k-2)( p-lp-T)( pTa) 
\ a,, , 
Thus a E { A”-2k-2} m ak+ 1 = 0, concluding the induction. 
Now aTAia = 0 for i = O(l)n implies a E f-l y$ ‘{A”-“‘} (easy check); 
hence a,, = a, = ... = a,,_,_, = 0, so that 
aTP=(O ,..., O,a,_, ,.,., a,). 
n - , 
t+ 1 
As St+’ has only zeros in the last t + 1 rows, we have aTPSt+ ’ = OT, whence 
arAt+r = (aTpst+l)p-l = oTp-1 = oT. ??
We need now to take a closer look at the matrices in the ring x. 
LEMMA 4. 
(a) A matrix in x is singular if and only if it has A = Q - Al as a f&or. 
(b) For any non-singular matrix D E x, the matrix DA’ has rank n + 1 
- i. 
Proof. (a): The “if’ part is trivial. 
Conversely, let M E x such that A + M. Then (M, A”+ ‘) = I. Since M 
and A are polynomials in the variable Q, one can find two polynomials r(x), 
s(x) such that the matrices r(Q), s(Q) satisfy the equation r(Q)M + 
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.s(Q)A”+ ’ = I. But A” + ’ = 0, so that W ’ = r(y); that is, M is ~rrvertibk 
and hence nonsingular. 
(b): With v(D) the nullity of ZJ, Sylvester’s law of nullity [I, p 2211 
asserts that V( AB) ,< v(A) + v(B); also, if A is square, V( AB) > v(B). 
Thus v( Ai) G v(DA’) G v(D) + v( A’). But, under our assumptions, V( A’) 
z i and v(D) = 0, so that V( DA’) = i, whence the desired conclusion. ??
Since the matrices in x are linear combinations of I, A, , A”. we note 
an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma; 
COROLLARY 2. For i = O(l)n, the matrix ci A’ + ..- +c, A,,, ci Z 0, has 
rank n + 1 - i, and all rank-(n + 1 - i> m&-ices in x are of this form. 
Hence x contains (up to multiplicative constants) exactly one rank-one 
matrix (A”), q rank-two matrices (A”-’ + uA”, u E F), and, in general, 
9 r- ’ rank-r matrices. 
The matrix A” being of rank one, the associated quadric IA”) is a 
hyperplane of n. W e will concern ourselves with the affine geometry AG(n. 
9) that is obtained by removing {A”} from n. It is necessary to introduce 
more notation. Let the affine geometry II\{ A”) be denoted by JX? Also, with 
D E x, D # A”, { @ is affine quadric {D)\{ A”). 
LEMMA 5. For any polynomial p( x) over F, we have p(Q)A” = p(h) A”. 
Proof. Since the matrix p(Q) - p(h)Z has a factor Q - AZ = A, the 
matrix [p(Q) - p(A)ZIA” has a factor A”+‘. But the latter is the zero 
matrix. m 
LEMMA 6. The hyperplane 1 A”) and the a&e geometry JZ’ are invariant 
under any collineation induced by a matrix r(Q), where r(x) is a polynomial 
over F. 
Proof. We have, by the preceding lemma, 
[r(Q)alTA”r(Q)a = aT[r(Q)12A”a = [r(A)12aTA”a. 
Hence a E (A”} * r(Q)a E {A”). ??
LEMMA 7. Let M, N be distinct symmetric matrices over F, and 
consider the 4 + 1 quad&s {MI, {N + rM), r ranging through F. Then 
(a) the intersection of any two quadrtcs in this family is the set {M} n 
{NJ; 
(b) the quadrics in question contain among themselves all the points of 
l-r. 
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Proof. (a): The equations x*( N + r1 M hr = 0 and xr( N + r2 M )x = 0, 
r, # r2, reduce to xTNx = xTMx = 0. 
(b): Let a E I7 such that a q(M), (N). Then aTMa = p z 0 and 
aTNa = u # 0, whence a E {N - (v/p)M}. H 
COROLLARY 3. with M, N, r as in Lemma 7, the point sets (M I\(( M 1 
n IN)) and (N + rM)\((M) n INI) are mutually disjoint and span 
II\ n (A% as r ranges through F. 
LEMMA 8. Each quad& of rank greater than one from ( x) has exactly 
4 n- ’ points outside the hyperplane (A”). 
Proof. Take the quadric (A”t(Q)}, where s E (0, 1,. , n - 1) and 
t(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in F for which t(Q) is a uonsingular 
matrix. All the quadrics in ( x} of rank greater than one are of this form 
(Corollary 2). 
Then consider the collection E of quadrics (A”) and 1 A"t(Q) + uA”}, 
where u ranges through F. By the preceding lemma, the intersection of any 
two quadrics in E is (A”} n ( A"t(Q)}. Hence the q quadrics ( A”t(Q) + uA”} 
are mutually disjoint outside (A”}. In other words, the affine quadrics 
(A’t( Q) + uA”) in JY are mutually disjoint; they also span JY. 
Thus, since ]&] = q”, the present lemma will have been proved as soon as 
it has been shown that these q affine quadrics are equicardinal. To this end, 
we will consider any two of them, and a one-to-one correspondence will be 
established between their points, via a matrix-induced collineation of LS!. 
First observe that A,?(Q) + uA” = A%(Q), where u(Q) = t(Q) + 
uAneS in a nonsingular matrix, as it has no factor A. Next consider the two 
quadrics (A”u(Q>), ( A"w(Q)) E E. If we write w(Q) = u(Q)w’(Q), where 
w’(Q) = u-l (Q)w(Q), the second quadric becomes (A”u(Q)21;‘(Q)). 
Let 1 be a positive integer for which p’ 2 n + 1, p being the characteris- 
tic of our finite field. Then Ar’ = O(because A”+’ = 0), whence QP’ = Ap’Z, 
which in turn implies that for any polynomial w’(x) over F we have 
[wr(Q)]p’ = (YZ f or some CY E F. Moreover, LY = 0 if and only if w’(Q) is 
singular. 
We prove now that a point a E (A”u(Q)} if and only if the point 
[w’(Q>](P’-~)/~~ G (A”w( Q)]. First we note that Lemma 6 ensures that the 
collineation under consideration leaves JY invariant. Then we have 
(b’(Q)] ‘p’-l’/za)TA”w(Q)[w’(Q)]‘fJf-l’a = aT[w’(Q)]p’Asu(Q)a 
= craTAsu( Q)a, 
with (Y z 0, proving the claim and concluding the proof. ??
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LEMMA 9. All the quadtics of a given rank ji-orn { x} have the .sanu 
num.ber of points. 
Proo$ Two matrices of rank n + 1 - s are of form A‘u(Q), A’w(Q,I, 
where u(Q), w(Q) h ave no factor A. Then there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the points of the two quadrics that these matrices 
define, as in the preceding lemma. 
It should be noted that the cardinality of the set {D} n{ A”}, whet 
D E x, depends upon the rank of D. Hence quadrics of unequal ranks may 
(and actually do) not possess the same number of points, even though, by 
Lemma 8, they are equicardinal outside {A”}. 
LEMMA 10. The cardinality of the intersection of any two quadrics from 
{x} depends only on their ranks. 
proof. Let the two quadrics be {AWQN, {A’VCQN, with u(Q), u(Q) 
nonsingular. Assume also that s < t. It follows that the 4 quadrics I A"u(Q) 
+ rA’u(Q)), r E F, have rank n + 1 - s, while the rank of A’u(Q) is 
n + I - t. For any f=ed i, let n, stand for the cardinality of the rank-(n + 1 
- i) quadrics from 1 x); the notation is consistent by virtue of Lemma 9. 
Using Corollary 3 with !14 = A%(Q), N = A”u(Q), we obtain 
q( n,y - n,s,) + n, = Kll, 
where n,, = l{M)r){N)I. Thus n,yt, as given by this equation, does not 
depend on the actual pair of quadrics, but only on their ranks. ??
LEMMA 11. Let M, N E x be distinct matrices of ranks at least two. 
Then I{@)n{g) # = 0 or qne2, according as M, N, A” are dependent or 
independent. 
Proof. If M, N, A” are dependent, let M = UN + TA” for some 
nonzero u, t E F. Then 
{M}n{N) = {Njn{A”b (5) 
Assume {a) n { 3) # 0, and let a E {Ml f-l{@. This implies two things: 
first, that a $Z{ A"); second, that a E {MIT)(N), i.e., by (51, that a E {A”). 
This contradiction demonstrates that KM) n{@)l = 0. 
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Let now M, N, A” form an independent set. By Lemma 10, the sets 
[N} n (M + t-A”] have the same cardinality for all r E F, because the matri- 
ces M + rA” have the same rank (straightforward consequence of Lemma 4). 
Then, we know that the set { Nl n{ M + rA”} n{ A”} is the same as 
{ Nl l-l{ M) n { A”}, i.e., it is independent of r. We infer that the sets {N} n (M 
+ rA”}\{ A”} have the same number of points for all r. These q sets are also 
mutually disjoint, because the afRne quadrics {M + rA”) are. They also span 
{a}, because the affne quadrics (M + rA”) contain among themselves all the 
points of .JZ’ (by Lemma 7). 
Since l(N)1 = q”-’ by Le mma 8, we conclude that l{ii;?)fl(~)l = q”-*. 
w 
2. THE AFFINE QUADRICS AS HYPERPLANES 
It may now be seen how the affine quadrics (01, D E x, D f A”, play 
the iole of hyperplanes in &. Let j E {O, 1,. . , n), and consider the j + 1 
hyperplanes xrca = 0, . . , xrcj = 0 in fl. If the vectors c,,, . ,cj form an 
independent set, it is known that the intersection of any j of these hyper- 
planes comprises q”-j points not in common with the remaining one (call 
the latter &“3 and that these points form an (n -j&dimensional subspace of 
the affine geometry l-l\% 
LEMMA 12. Let j be any integer from the set (1, . . , n). Consider any j 
matrices M,, . . . , 
Then 
Mj E x which together with A” form an independent set. 
I’ I /J {ai} = q”-‘. i=l 
Proof. The matrix Mi has rank at least two by assumption, because A” 
is the only rank-one matrix in x. 
The cases j = 1, 2 have been disposed of in Lemmas 8 and 11. Now we 
use induction by assuminglhe lemma to be true for j - 1 and showing that it 
holds for j + 1. So let {M,), . . . , I&$+ 1) be affine quadrics as in the state- 
ment of the lemma. 
Denote Lj_ 1 = f-Q::(E) L. I p _l+1 = n jf;(MJ. 
By the inductive hypothesis, I Lo , j = y ” -’ L ’ ad /Li , n( MI)! --- ;I,! 
‘l”j+ 1 - rM,}l = y ” J for any r E F. Any two or more of the q t I affine 
quadrics (M,), {M,,, - t-M,} meet on the same set. {M,l n {k?,_ ,I; b! 
Lemma 7. As a consequence, the common intersection of L,_~ , and any two 
of the above is the same set, viz. III, , 
These q + 1 affine quadrics span ti (by Lemma 7 again), and so their 
intersections with L, , span L, , These considerations lead to the equation 
cq + q(qfl-j - ILi+)/) + ILj+ll = IL, -iI1 
Upon substituting the value 
n-j- 1 
of 1 Lj_ ,I, this equation yields I Lj+ , / = 
Y ’ completing the induction. ??
Now, a natural one-to-one correspondence between the hyperplanes of ll 
and the quadrics of { ~1 can be established as follows: The hyperplane 
%X0 + cl*1 + *.. +c,x,, = 0 corresponds to the quadric (coZ + C, A 
+ 0.. 1-c” A”). 
In particular, the hyperplane x,~ = 0 corresponds to the quadric {A”), 
which, we know, is a hyperplane also. Hence the affine geometry & inherits 
from n the one-to-one correspondence as follows: The hyperplane c,, x,) + 
ClX, + *** +c,_,x,,_, = d corresponds to the affine quadric 
( c,Z + c,A + ... +c,_,A”-’ - dA” > 
This discussion has established the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. In a finite Desarguesian afine geonety & = (9, 3, 9) 
of odd order q, there exists a family of afline quadrics which correspond in a 
natural way to the hyperplane of ti, and whose intersections provides a 
family 9’ of q-sets, and an incidence relation Y’ ~9 x .Y, such that 
ti’ = (9, .P, Y’) is an afine geometry isomorphic to s’. 
3. THE LINES OF d’ 
We turn now to proving that the elements that constitute 9 are either 
members of 9 or q-caps in M. 
Let us recall that n = 2t + 1 or 2 t + 2. 
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LEMMA 13. Let k be any numberfrom the set (1, . . . , t} or {l, . . . , t + 1) 
according as ra is odd or even. Let a, b E II\{ A”] and assume that there are 
k matrices M,_,,..., M,_, E x, of ranks 2,. . . , k + 1, respectively, such 
that a, b E nix 1 { an_j). Then the point of intersection of {A”) with the line 
[a, b] of II is contained in all the quadrics of ranks 2k + 2 or less from { x]. 
Zf, in addition, k < t - 1 for n odd or k < t for n even, and there is no 
rank-( k + 2) matrtx in x such that the corresponding quadric contains both 
a and b, then the point in question is not contained in any rank-(2k + 3) 
quadric from { x). 
Proof. Since M, _ I is of rank two, it can be written as M, _ 1 = Q,” A” - 
+A”-‘. Thus a E {M,_ ,) * oIO arAna +. arAr’-ia = 0 a arA”-la = 
-o(Y1OaTA” a. Then M,_, = ozOA” + cyzlA”-’ + 4”-‘, so a E {&f_,) * 
aTAnb2a = ((Y~~(Y~~ - cx&a TA”a, and so on. In other words, we have, for 
suitable coefficients fi,,, j = l(l)k, 
aTA”-ja = PjaTA”a. (6) 
Therefore, if we denote ML-j = An-j - pj A”, we have obtained the result 
that a, b E nj=, (Hn_j) implies a, b E f-l;=, {gi_j). 
Since a, b $Z{A”), we can write aTP = (1, ui, . . . , a,) and bTP = (1, 
b l,“‘, b,) [see (3), (41. Then the line [a, b] of Il intersects {A”) at the point 
a - b, because the first entry of (a - bjTP is zero. Let us denote this point 
by d. Using (21, we get 
aTA’a = a’( PS’P-‘)( PmTPT)a = (aTP)( S’P-‘P-T)( PTa). 
From this equation, using CoroIhuy 1, one obtains aTAna = p, (which still 
holds if b is substituted for a) and aTA”- ‘a = p, _ 1 + 2 p,al. Thus, a E 
{M,_ i) * p,_ 1 + 2p,a, - PI& = 0, whence al is independent of the 
actual point a. Likewise, a E {ML_ 2) yields a2 as a function of p, _2, p, _ ,, 
p,, &, p2, so a2 is also independent of a. Continuing up to a E 12: _&, we 
get that ug, . . . , ak are also independent of a, so that 
aTP = (l,a, ,..., ak,ak+i,. .,a,)bTP = (I,ai,...,ak,bk+i,.. .,b,,) 
(7) 
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But then the point d = a - b satisfies 
d“Y= (0 ,..., o,_*,._., *) 
1. + I ” k 
Next, using Corollary 1 again, 
drArCi = (drP)( S’P- ‘P-“)( P’d) 
k+ I 
k+ I 
= p,.,., *,,o )..., 0) 
r,-r-k n - k 
If r 2 n - 2k - 1, i.e., n - T - k I k + 1, this last product is 0. But the 
matrices of ranks at most 2k + 2 from x are linear combinations of A” 2k- ‘, 
An-zk,. . . , A”-‘, A”, and the first assertion has been proved. If n = 2t + 2 
and k = t + 1, the matrix An-zk-l m the preceding sentence must be 
deleted. 
To prove the second part, notice that any rank-(k + 2) matrix from x can 
be written as follows: 
Mn_k_l = An-k-’ + c"A"-~ + *** +ak_,A"-' + ClA”. 
Because of (6) we now obtain 
aTM _ _ a = aTAnmk-‘a + raTA”a for some r E F n kl 
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Hence there is no loss of generality in saying that by assumption, there is no 
T E F for which a, b E { Aneke ’ + rA”}. There exist, nevertheless, two 
distinct elements TV, r2 E F such that a E (Anmk-’ + T,A”). b E {A”-k-’ 
1 
+ r1 A”). They are given by r, = -aTAnmk- 'a/aTAna and similarily for r2. 
Hence 
aTAn-k-l a = -T aTA”a 1 = -rLp, andbTA”-k-‘b = -r2pn. 
Upon writing T a A n-k-1a = (aTPXS”-k-lp-‘p-TXpTa), and similarly 




-- --x+~,b~+~= 2 +pforsomepEF. 
This now leads to 
dTP=(_O,.I.,O_,dk+l* ,..., *),wheredk+l ZO. 
k+ I 
Consequently, one now readily verifies that 
aTAn-2k-2d = (dTp)(y2k-2p-‘p-T)( pTd) 
l 0 ’ 
f i 
k+l 




= d;, 1 p, # 0. 
But the rank-(2 k + 3) matrices in x (if there are any, which happens if 
and only if k Q t - 1 for n odd and k < t for n even) are linear combina- 
tions of An-2k-2 (with nonzero coefficients) and lower-rank matrices; hence 
the conclusion. ??
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Before the next (and last) lemma, a few simple algebraic considerations 
are called for in order to lend consistency to its statement. 
Let L ~9'. By Lemma 12, we have 
ri I 
L = n (LiTi}, 
i=l 
where M,,..., M,_l, A" for an independent set. Write 
M, = cioZ + ci, A + ..* +qn__, A”-’ + ci,, A”, i = 1( 1)” - 1. (8) 
Consider the matrix C = (cj,), j = l(l)n - 1, k = O(l)n - 1. Exactly 
one of its columns, say the Zth, is a linear combination of those to its left. If 
the first column is all zeros, 1 = 1. Aside from that column we have a 
nonsingular matrix of size n - 1 which can be transformed, via a Gauss-Jordan 
process, into Z, _ 1. In the new matrix, column 1 remains a linear combination 
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(9) 
This argument has shown that L can be expressed as L = fl yi,'{ @/I, 
where each of the Mi' has a different rank from among the numbers 
c”,:k:,‘;h 
n + 1, with one rank (namely tz - 1 + 2) missing. The missing rank 
e number I) depends solely upon the matrices M,, . . . , M, _ 1. 
LEMMA 14. Let L = 0 rz2{ &} E-S?', where the Mi's have distinct 
ranks from among the numbers 2, . . . , n + 1. Zf the missing rank is strictly 
greater than n - t, then L ~9. Otherwise, L is a q-cap of M. 
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Proof. Assume the missing rank is strictly greater than n - t. Then all 
the ranks 2, . . . , 12 - t are present. 
Let a, b E L. By Lemma 13, where k = n - t - 1, the point c = [a, 
b] IT (A”) is in all the quadrics of ranks not exceeding 2(n - t - 1) + 2 = 
2n - 2t = n + 1 or n + 2. But no matrix in x has rank greater than n + 1, 
so c lies in all the quadrics of Ix}. Therefore the three points a, b, c, 
collinear in II, are contained in n yzz(Mi}. On the other hand, it is known 
that a line that has three points on a quadric is contained in that quadric. 
Thus the line [a, b] of II has all of its points in n y= 2( Mi}. Removing c leaves 
the 4 points of L, and they therefore must be collinear in M, as claimed. 
Let now the missing rank be r < n - t. A!1 the ranks 2, . . . , r - 1 are, of 
course, present; so we use Lemr- ~. 13 again, with k = r - 2. 
Assume, contrary to the hypothesis, that there are three points a, b, 
d E L that belong to one line L’ of n. A contradiction will ensue as follows. 
Let c = L’ I? {A”). Since n y= 2{ Mi} contains three collinear points of L' , 
we have L’ c f-l ~s2(Mi), so that c E fl ~zz{MJ. This shows that c is 
contained in quadrics of all ranks 2, , n + 1, except, perhaps, in those of 
rank r. 
On the other hand, the hypotheses of the second paragraph of Lemma 13 
are fulfilled (because k = r - 2 < n - t - 21, and hence c does not lie on 
any rank-(2k + 3) quadric. Since k = r - 2, we get 2k + 3 = 2r - 1; thus 
c cannot be on any rank-(2r - 1) quadric. 
This leaves two possibilities. Either 2r - 1 = r, i.e., r = 1, a contradic- 
tion, or 2r - 1 > n + 1 (because there is no matrix of rank greater than 
n + 1 in x). But r < n - t by assumption, so that in the second situation we 
would have n + 1 < 2r - 1 < 2n - 2t - 1. This yields n > 2t + 2 an- 
other contradiction. 
We have thus demonstrated that L cannot comprise three points that are 
collinear in M. ??
THE:OREM 2. In the notation of Theorem 1, 9’ comprises q"- '(1 + q + 
q2 + . . . +qf) members of 9, which fall into 1 + q + q2 + a** +qf parallel 
classes. The remaining elements of 3’ are q-caps of d. 
Proof. Let again L = n ;= 2{ ai} EY, ils in Lemma 14. The missing 
rank is n - 1 + 2, where 1 denotes the column of C ’ with 1 - 1 * ‘s [see 
(9)]. By Lemma 14, the condition for L to be a member of 9 is that 
n - 1 + 2 > n - t, i.e., 1 = 1,. . . ,t + l.AugmentC’byaddingan(n + 1)st 
column comprising the coefficients tin [see (S)]. By fixing C ’ and using all 
the q”-’ possible choices for the extra column, one obtains a parallel class of 
lines of _aP. For 1 = 1, the first column of C’ has all entries zero, while the 
remaining n - 1 columns make up I,_ r. For 1 = 2, the second column has 
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one * and n - 2 zeros, the rest being I,, _ , In general, for each value of 1. 
C:’ includes 1 - 1 entries *, the rest being fixed. If 1 ranges between 1 and 
t + 1, this gives 1 + y + q7 + ..* + yf possibilities for C ‘, and this repre- 
sents the number of parallel classes of lines of 2. ??
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